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ABSTRACT

We discuss the consistency (unitarity) of string propagation on the non-compact group
SU( 1,1) x Gc and find the restrictions on the level of the Kac- Moody algebra for this propagation
to be unitary. We also suggest some modifications to the Vuasoro generators and obtain a manifestly
unitary string theory.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

String propagation on the target space can be described by a classically

conformal invariant two dimensional sigma model. For this relation to

remain true at the quantum level and for a unitary quantum-mechanical

string propagation, it is generally believed sufficient to require the vanishing

of the corresponding beta functions for the different background fields of

the sigma model [1]. The solutions to the conformal invariance conditions of

the sigma model give the curved space-time on which a Kaluza-Klein-type

compact ification may, for example, be carried out. Unfortunately, there is

a large number of possible candidates for the manifolds of compactification

and the low energy physics predicted from string theory depends crucially

on the manifold we choose. Therefore, it is necessary to exactly solve the

sigma model to fully investigate unitarity and compactification in string

theories.

A convenient way for this purpose is to study the propagation of

strings defined on Lie group manifolds. In particular, the nonlinear sigma

model on a group manifold is conformally invariant and can be used as a

building block in string theory. Furthermore, it has been Bhown that the

addition of the Wess-Zumino-Witten-Novikov term to the principal sigma

model has the effect of introducing a parallelizing torsion term which makes

the corresponding generalized Riemann tensor zero [2]. Consequently, the

beta functions, which are expressed as polynomials in this generalized Rie-

mann tensor, identically vanish [3J. Since for any group manifold such a

parallelizing torsion exists, one would expect string propagation on group

manifolds to be unitary.

The sigma model defined on the manifold M = M* x Gc, where M±

is four-dimensional Minkowski space and Cc is a compact a • .up, has been

shown to describe a unitary string propagation on M [4]. In fact, string

theory on a compact group manifold is solvable in the same manner that

flat string theories are. A first step towards the generalization of this mani-



fold to more general non-compact Einstein-spaces has been made in ref.[5].

There the case of the non-compact group manifold Q = 517(1,1) x Gt,

which has a single, nontrivially embedded time-like direction, has been con-

sidered. It was found, however, that although the classical string motion on

this non-compact group is consistent ( causual ), the quantum mechanical

propagation is not ( unitarity is violated ). This shows that the relation-

ship between the unitarity of string theories and the conform al in variance

of their corresponding sigma model is broken.

In this note we will show that the unitarity of string propagation on

the non-compact group Q can be restored by imposing a simple selection

rule for the allowed representations of the Kac-Moody algebras. We explic-

itly compute the norms of the states that violated unitarity in the work

of ref.[5] and show that they become positive on the imposition of this

selection rule.

To begin we recall that the motion of a string on a group manifold G

is described by a field g in G and the conformal invariant theory is given

by the standard action [4]

5 =

(1.1)

together with the closed string boundary condition g(O,r) = g{2ir,T). This

critical theory has a non-compact symmetry generated by the currents

•>(*) = -\a.99~l , /(*) = -\a,9-lQ (1.2)

where the complex variables are denned as z = exp(i(r + a)) and z =

exp(t(r -a)). The analytic function J(z) (similarly J{z) ) can be expanded

in a Laurent series

J{z) = £ Jr.Z-"'1 (1.3)
n=-oo

where the Laurent coefficients J* form a Kac-Moody algebra with central
charge k.

IWflfS7 Tp-fpj«f Jl

Using a Sugawara construction, bilinears in the J° can be formed to

generate a Virasoro algebra. The Virasoro generators, Ln, are the moments

of the stress tensor T(z) given by

T(z) = ^ z) Jl(z) : (1.4)

where K is a constant. A similar expression is written for T(z), with gen-

erators Ln, using J"(z). The reparametrization invariance of the string is

implemented through the usual Virasoro constraints

Ln\phys > = Ln\phys > = 0 for n > 0

(Lo - Lo)\phys> = 0

(Lo + to - 2)\phys > = 0 (1.5)

These constraints, as is known, lead to a positive definite phys-

ical Hilbert space in the case of the free bosonic string on flat space-time [6j.

In the case of string propagation on M = MA x Gc, the allowed representa-

tios were restricted by the above constraints which again were sufficient for

the elimination of all negative norm states [4]. However, in the simple com-

pactification case corresponding to string propagation on the non-compact

group manifold $ = SU{1, l) X Ge, one in general can construct Btates

which satisfy the Virasoro constraints but still have negative norms [5].

Here we will explicitly calculate the norms of these states and find the

conditons under which they gain their positivity. We, therefore, start by

Bummarizing the algebraic structure of string propagation on non-compact

group manifold. This is essentially for self-consistency of the paper and to

establish our conventions (which are those of ref.jSj). We then discuss the

problem of unitarity after a brief classification of the unitary representa-

tions of SU(l,l). In the last section we suggest a possible modification in

constructing the Virasoro algebra and show that it gives unitary represen-

tations.



2. Non-compact Groups and Kac-Moody Algebras

The left and right currents J and J generate two commuting copies of

Kac-Moody algebras given as |7]

Here and in the remainder of this note we will concentrate only on the

left-moving part of the theory. The structure constants /•*„ are those of

the underlying D-dimensional simple Lie algebra generated by Jg

[Jo . Jol = «/"*«Ja . a,b,e = 1,2 D (2.2)

The Cartan-Killing metric and the second Casimir of the adjoint represen-

tation are defined by

/•*./"» = Qa" (2.3)

The quadratic Casimir operator is given by

c = IfciJjjS

The Virasoro generators are constructed as

(2.4)

Ln - 5Z »•» : J"*J"J-r: (2-5)

where the normal ordering forces the negative lcwer index generators to the

left. From eq.(2.1) one finds the commutation relations obeyed by the Ln

\Ln , Lm\ — (n — m]Ln+m + T^ctn{n —

(2.6)

with a Virasoro central charge given by

2k
cv = -D

2k-Q

Using these ingredients, we can built up the representations of the Kac-

Moody algebras (2.1). In particular, the highest weight representations

which will be our main concern are constructed by the following procedure:

Begin with a "ground state" or "vacuum" representation, which we denote

{|a >}. This ground state is characterized by

J*\a> - 0 for n>0

. I*' . S] = » 7 V (2.8)
f

The last relation expresses the fact that the set of states {\a >} constitutes

a representation of the finite subalgebra generated by the J£. The Casimir

operator just reduces to a constant when acting on the vacuum state \a >
2

C|<* > = C\a > , with C = - j r t f V
(2.9)

Due to normal ordering, the vacuum states are also highest weight repre-

sentations for the Virasoro algebra and we have

Ln\a > = 0 for n > 0

Lo\a> = CQ
a> (2.10)

2(Q - 2k)'

The string states are then generated from the ground state representation

by operating with J'n (n negative) in all possible ways. They are also

classified according to their Lo eigenvalues. Thus, if |**r > is a state at

grade N it then satisfies

CQ
- 2k)

(2.11)

A basis for a vector of grade N is given by the state of the form

[ * * > = Jt\Ji\...J!f|a>, aj aN = 1 , . . . ,D (2.12)

and using (2.6) one recovers (2.11). Notice that if the state |$jy > is physical

then it satisfies the constraints for the left-moving part of the string given

by

= 0, n > 0

(2.13)

where a0 » an arbitrary intercept. Combining (2.11) and (2.13) one finds

CN - - ( 2 * - Q){N - a0) (2.14)



Therefore the physical states at grade N correspond to vacuum represen-

tation with Casimir as above. However, for a given non-compact group a

solution to (2.14) is not a priori guaranteed. Moreover, this relation is the

analogue of the mass-shell condition for bosonic flat strings. In that case

the ground states were labeled by their momenta and for each value of the

momenta there was a different tachyonic state. Here the Casimir operator

plays the role of p* and Jtt* . jg the equivalent of the string tension a' and

the physical states at each grade are built on their own vacuum.

The question which ranains to be answered now is whether the sub-

space of states defined by the Virasoro constraints in Eq.(2.13) is unitary

(no negative norm states). In the next section we will construct the repre-

sentations and find the conditions under which they are unitary.

3. Unitarity of SU(l, 1) Current algebras

We begin by briefly reviewing the classification of the unitary represen-

tations of SU(1, 1) [8]. Because this group is non-compact, its unitary

representations are infinite dimensional. However, their construction is

similar to that of SU(2). The structure constants can be chosen to be just

/"*• = E"'C (with e m = 1) and Q = 2 . The Cartan-Killing metric is of the

form <?** = diag(-l, - 1 , +1). If we then set

Jo" =

the commutation relations for SU(1, 1) become

[ is r±i _ j _ J±
[ o * o I J— o

[ 7 + 7-1 _ _f 73

and the Casimir operator is given by

6

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

The eigenvalues of J$ are real and the operators JQ and Jo are ladder

operators which change these eigenvalues by one unit. The representations

of SU(l, 1) can be labeled by the spectra of C and J* and we can choose

a basis \jl > such that

c\ji > = j(j + i)\ji >, Jfoi > = t\ji > (3.4)

Since (Jo)^ = Jo" , it follows that the eigenvalues of JQJQ and JQJ£ must

be real and positive definite, and hence from Eq.(3.3) it is necessary for

unitary representations to have

J ( J ± 1 ) - J ( J + 1 ) > 0 (3.5)

A complete classification of the unitary representations of SU(l, l)is then

obtained by finding the real values j(j+l) and I satisfying this last equation.

Let us start with a representation containing a state \g h > with J*\g h >=

h\gh >, such that k < 0 and \gh> has positive norm. The state JQ \g h >

is the next state down in the ladder and its norm is

> -2h<gk\gh> (3.6)

Thus this state, and consequently,all states down the ladder with JQ eigen-

values less than h have positive norms. On the other hand for states that

are up in the ladder, we distinguish two possibilities: Either the sequence

terminates at some state \pq> in the ladder such that J£\pq >= 0. Then

C\pg > = [JO
S(JO

! + 1) - Jo Jj\\pq > = q{q + l)\pg > (3.7)

However, C\pg >= p(p+ l)\pq >. Therefore a terminating state is labeled

by \p p > with q = h + n, for some integer n, and appears •. discrete values

of C. In the same way there are states with positive J* eigenvalue that

terminate at their lower boundary. The other possibility is that of represen-

tations that do not have any boundaries in either directions. Accordingly,

The unitary representations of SU(1, 1) are classified as

(i) The discrete series D~: The highest wieght state is such that JQ\JJ > =

0 with

j < 0, l=j-n, and n = 0, l , . . . ,co (3.8)



(ii) The discrete series D+: The lowest weight state is such that Jo \j j >= 0

with
j > —1, J = j + n, and n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,oo (3.9)

(iii) The continuous series ( or principal representations ) C: There are no

highest weight states and we have

j = — + iK, l = a±n, and n = 0,1 oo (3.10)
2

where 0 < o < 1 and K is a real parameter.

(vi) The exceptional series: In this case we also have

- 1 < j < 0, l = a±n, and n = 0, l , . . . ,oo (3.11)

In this complex basis, the Kac-Moody algebras in (2.1) takes the form

J n
3 , ^ | = -kn6n+mfi

j t J±\ I T±

The "on-shell" condition in (2.14) gives

CN = 2[k - l)(n - a0) = Js(jN

This has got two solutions

(3.12)

(3.13)

2(Jb - 1){JV -ao) + - (3.14)

We now turn to the investigation of the unitarity of the highest weight

representations of the Kac-Moody algebras built on the representations of

SU(1, 1). These are well-known to be non-unitary due to the indefinite

sign of the Cartan-Killing metric (e.g. ||Jf J a > ||2 = -kg"" < a\a >). The

hope is to obtain a unitary module when imposing the Virasoro constraints

on the physical states. Let us begin by discussing the subspace built on the

discrete series D~ (the analysis is quite similar for the discrete series D+),

As a test we consider the first non-trivial case consisting of the state with

8

Jo eigenvalue j at the first excited level in La. The most general state of

this form is

where z , y are some numerical coefficients. This state satisfies (2.13) if

* = arbitrary, y = 0 (3.16)

Using this condition and the Kac-Moody algebra in (3.12), the norm of

< * , )* ! > = -4x3{k + j)(j + 1) (3.17)

Thus, the physical state | 4 ; > does have a positive norm provided that

k > —j and j < — 1. In fact the chain of states defined, for some N, by

(3.18)

are all highest weight states of SU(1,1). That is

> = 0

« > = U + N)\B},> (3.19)

These form the right-hand boundary of the current algebra representations.

It is then easy to show using (2.6) that these Btates are always annihilated

by the Ln for n > 0.

We can explicitly calculate the norm of these states using (3.12)

< B%\B% > = " f t [2(JV - P){k+J) + {N- p){N - p - I)) < jj\jj >

(3.20)

This is again manifestly positive when k > -j.

Next we turn to the L0-constraint on physical states and show that the

states on the right-hand boundary of the current algebra representations

which are built on the base states labeled by | J ^ J ^ > are unitary. Let us

consider one of such states which we denote by

(3.21)

• v



It is clear from (3.19) that \E% > is an SU(1, 1) highest weight state and

an eigenatate of J* with eigenvalue equal to (j^ + JV). However, from the

classification of the unitary representations of SU(1, 1) and for the state

\EN > to be compatible with unitarity (j^ + JV) must be negative. In fact,

one can read the norm of [E^ > by simply substituting j ^ for j in (3.20).

This is positive if k > —j. In this case {j^ + JV) is indeed always negative.

This is because, for large N and targe k, (3.14) gives asymptotically

which, if k > -JH, has solutions only when JV < — j ^ ( if JV > - j ^ then

(j^)2 < JfcJV which, from (3.22), is not the case ).

Therefore, by requiring k > -j, we have shown that all the states

on the right-hand boundary of the representation built on D~ are physical,

i.e. they satisfy the Virasoro constraints and have positive norms.

In the work of ref.[S], the states |J3£ > are refered to as the extremal

representations. In what follows we present the arguement that led these

authors to the conclusion of non-unitarity string propagations on curved

spaces. According to (3.14), the values of j'jj (and hence the class of rep-

resentations) are determined by the magnitude of k. It seems then natural

to consider two possibilities. The first case is when fc < 1. Here, and for

large N, the class of representations of the vacuum is that of the continuous

series or principal representations

3s = - i + (3.23)

It is then easy to see that the Casimir corresponding to (jn + JV) (j^ + JV +1)

has non-vanishing imaginary part. This means that the representations is

non-unitary. In our work this case does not arise since k is taken to be

greater than one.

The other possibility is when k > 1. In this case the vacuum repre-

sentation is that of the discrete series. As shown above, the extremal state

10
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| £J > is simultaneously an SU(l, 1) highest weight and an eigenstate of

Jo* with an eigenvalue (y = (j^ + JV}. If one does not impose any relations

between k and j then for large enough N one gets

and IJ, > 0 (3.24)

This clearly violates unitarity. However, if the restriction k > — j is imposed

then Q is negative and the states \E^ > have positive norms.

Therefore the three conditions j < — 1, k > -j and k > 1 were,

at least, sufficient to eliminate the states that violated unitarity in ref.[5].

For the discrete series D*, corresponding to the solution J«, the three

conditions are given by j > 1, k > j and k > 1.

Although these restrictions make the boundary states to have positive

norms, the interior of the current algebra representations still unexamined.

A possible way of analysing the unitarity of the whole representation is to

study the determinant of inner products of states at a given Lo level. Here

we just conjucture, by giving a hint, that the above conditions do guarantee

a unitary string propagation on SU(1, 1).

In the case of the discrete series D~, any physical state at grade N and

J* eigenvalue m = (j# — p), can be written as a linear combination of the

state (J-i)J¥(Jo")Af+I'|j^iw > ">d a11 t h e states obtained by all possible

permutations of Jti and JQ . Of course, one has to take into account that

not all permutations axe independent. The integer number p is such that

— JV < p < oo, and the boundary states are obtained when p = — JV. A

special such linear combinations is given by

> = (3.25)

It is easy to verify that Ln\$ > = 0 for n > 0 if x is arbitrary and y = 0.

The norm of this physical state is then given by

AT+p

*|4 > - + P -

(3.26)

11



This is always positive when k > —j. Therefore there are other physical

states, apart from the boundary states, which also have positive norms

on imposing the usual restrictions. This seems to indicate that the above

conditions might be sufficient to yield a positive definite subspace of the

spectrum.

Recently, Dixon, Peskin and Lykken (DPL), J9] showed that all uni-

tary representations of the N = 2 superconformal algebra {for c > 3) may

be obtained from the representations of SO{2, 1). They also showed that

the current algebra of the coset construction SO(2, 1)/U(l) can be unitary.

In the rest of this paper we try to make contact with this construction

by suggesting a possible modification to the construction of the Virasoro

generators.

4. Conclusions

By removing all states associated with the U(l) part of the current algebra,

DPL defined a module for the coset SO(2, l)/U(l). In other words, this

coset is defined to contain only states of highest weight under the U(l)

current algebra:

J*|* > = 0 for n > 0 (4.1)

They then demonstrated that the representaticns obtained in this way are

unitary. In particular, they showed that the representations built on the

discrete series D~ and L>+ are unitary when j < 0, Jfc > 1, k > —j and

j > 0, k > 1, k > j respectively.

Since the moments of the U(l) current obey the simple algebra of

creation and annihilation operators of a one-dimensional harmonic oscilla-

tor, it is very tempting to find a realization of the Virasoro algebra with

an arbitrary central charge cv in terms of these operators. This can be

12

achieved by the following construction ] 10]

1 °° 1
i » - 2k ^ J ' < / » - ' - + Jk

The Virasoro central charge is then

c. = 1 + 12/?!

(4.2)

(4.3}

In order to realise all real values of cv, the parameter /? can be either real

or pure imaginary. However, in the case of a real 0, one would no longer

have {£•„}* = £-n- This is not a problem since the Virasoro generators are

going to appear as constraints only and not in the matrix elements. Notice

in particular that one regains the Virasoro central charge obtained by the

usual Sugawara construction when 0 takes the values

, 2A + 1 3* . ,
iV.-j-p and c = _ (4.4)

In the case of a real /?, this requires k > 1. Now a physical state |* >, built

on the base \jl > , has to obey

£ n |* > = 0, n > 1

A>|*> = Tb|*> (4.5)

where fo is an arbitrary intercept which could be also chosen to be equal

to ao. The first constaint reduces simply to that of DPL in Eq.(4.1) and

automatically guarantees unitary representations. The second equation

gives

l± = P ± | ^ | ( « . - 247o - 1) (4.6)

Here JQ |* >= {I - p)(* > and in the case of the discrete series D~ we

have — N < p < oo where the grade N is denned by the usual Sugawara

£o- The different classes of representations of SU(l, 1) are then obtained

depending on the sign and value of the quantity under the square root in

(4.6). Consequently, the representations of the current algebra subjected

to the constraints (4.5) and the restrictions on k and I are unitary [9]. This

type of construction of the Virasoro generators could be interpreted as to

correspond to string propagation on the space SU(1, 1)/U(l). This gives a

13



hint to how one could overcome the general difRculty associated with non-

compact groups by defining strings not on the whole group but on some of

its cosets.
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